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• Record breakers

Vol. 113 No. 49

• Women's basketball

clinch NAC title
A kiss to remember Bears
with win over Hartford
By Kathryn Ritchie

Staff Writer
Armed with twin packets of
Certs,over 1,420 couples crowd-

ed the Alfond Arena on Valentine's night and unofficially
broke the Guiness Book World
Record for the largest number of
people kissing at one time "This

was wonderful, it really showed
the spirit of the university and
the community," said Sandra L.
Caron, an associate professor

From Staff Reports

Unidentified kissers help set a record at the Alfond Arena Wednesday night. (Lachowski
Photo.)

It wasn't easy but the University
of Maine women's basketball team
clinched the North Atlantic Conference regular season championship
last night with a 75-62 win over the
University of Hartford.
The Black Bears used a 15-2 run
withjustovertwo minutes remaining
to turn a four point lead into an 11
point victory. Cindy Blodgett and
Trish Ripton keyed the run for the
Black Bearsdown the stretch scoring
six and four points respectively during the run to give Maine the victory.
Blodgett hit 12 foul shots in the second,and Ripton hit eight of her own.
With the win, the Black Bears improved to 13-0 in the NAC.
Blodgett finished the night with
33 points including 16-18 from the
foul line. She scored 23 points as
Maine battled the Hawks in the second half.
Hartford's duo of Candice Ward
and Heather Weindorfer dominated
the first half, and the Hawks were
able to shut down Maine's inside

• Negotiations

• GSS

Cutbacks may involve
retirement incentives

Libby Awards presented

By Peter Cook

Staff Writer
The University of Maine may
offer tenured professors a new incentive to retire as a way ofbringing

down operating costs in these tight
economic times.
AccordingtoCharlesRaugh,vice
president for Business and Finance,
the early retirement option is "an
item being negotiated with one of

See KISS on page 4

the bargaining units."
If implemented, the Enhanced
RetirementPlan would give any professor who is age 55 or over and has
See TENURE on page 3

And the winner is...

By Paul Livingstone
Staff Writer

Despite the anticipation for
the Student Government election results, business resumed
promptly at the close of ballots
at this week's General Student
Senate session.
The annual Winthrop C.Libby Awards in recognition for
excellence in Student Government were presented at the ses-

Catherine Gallant(shown here
in action earlier this season)
and the UMaine women's basketball team clinched the NAC
regular season championship
last night.(Lachowski Photo.)
game andjump out to an early lead.
Stacey Porinni,playing in her home
state of Connecticut, scored the
See CHAMPS on page 13

sion.Libby,University of Maine
president from 1968-1973, died
April 13, 1993, and the awards
commemorate his involvement
and interest in the betterment of
Student Government.
The recipients were Bill
Bates, parliamentarian,Sen. Jen
Nelson, Residents on Campus
board chair, and Chris Bragdon,
vice president of Student Government. Dave Gagne presented
the awards in place of Sue LibSee GSS on page 5

Official election results
Incumbent President ofStudent
Government Ben Meiklejohn was
re-elected with 364 votes. Dusty
Doherty,the vice president-elect of
student government received 334
votes.The ticket ofJames L,eBlond
and ScottMorellireceived 298votes.

A total of712 votes were cast.
Ofthe total, 197 people voted offcampus.
There were 50 write-in votes.
Of the 712 total ballots, 38 were
ineligible because they were improperly filled out.

INS I
• Local
The myths and
misconceptions of Question One.

• Editorial
The Maine Campus weighs in
against segregation.

page 8

page 5

WEATHER

E

• Style
Catch up with the Mermen
this weekend at the Oronoka.

page 6

Fair Election Practices Committee Chair Chris Barstow counts ballots in the Old Town Room
at the Memorial Union Tuesday night. FEPC member Chad Sherrets (left) looks on.(Gagne
Photo.)

Chance of snow
in the afternoon. • Sports
Black Bears play a pair in
Northeastern.

PAGE 2

page 13
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• Space

•Scandal

Chinese space program in spotlight

Colombian president facing charges

BEIJING(AP) — The explosion of another Chinese rocket — which destroyed
1 a television satellite and caused an unconfirmed number ofcasualties — raised new
questions today about the reliability of China's commercial satellite launch
program.
Hong Kong radio said four people were killed and dozens injured in the explosion
early today,but Zhang Lihui,a spokeswoman for the government aerospace agency,said
there were no deaths.
The newly developed Long March 3B rocket carrying the Intelsat Inc. satellite veered
toward the ground and exploded moments after liftoff at 3:01 a.m. (2:01 p.m. EST
Wednesday),television footage showed.
The force of the blast blew away roofs and knocked out windows and doors at a
military base near the Xichang Launch Center in remote southwestern Sichuan province,
a military official said, speaking on condition of anonymity.
He said two soldiers were slightly injured and medics were sent to the scene.
It was the second explosion in China's commercial satellite launching industry in just
over a year. In January 1995, a Long March 2E rocket exploded minutes after launch,
killing six people and injuring 23. A Long March 2E also exploded in 1992.

BOGOTA,Colombia(AP) — The man polls show enjoys the greatest prestige
of any public figure in Colombia has finally ended months of speculation and taken
President Ernesto Samper to task.
Alfonso Valdivieso,Colombia's public prosecutor,presented charges Wednesday that could
lead to Samper'simpeachmentfor allegedly accepting cocaine-tainted cash in his 1994campaign.
It was Samper's biggest setback yet.
A former political ally of the president, Valdivieso asked a congressional commission
to charge Samper with illicit enrichment,electoral fraud and falsifying documents.
The prosecutor had slowly and deliberately compiled a mountain ofevidence supporting allegations Samper took $6 million in campaign contributions from the world's most
powerful drug syndicate,the Cali cartel.
Valdivieso,46,cautiously refrained in months of public statements from offering any
details of the evidence he had amassed.
U.S. officials said they feared Valdivieso,a man of integrity in a sea of corruption,
could be the target of an assassination attempt. Their concerns deepened after Samper's
former campaign manager, Fernando Botero, publicly implicated the president in the
scandal on Jan. 22.
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• Terrorism

Londoners warned
about hidden bomb
LONDON (AP) — Police acting on telephone
warnings deactivated a bomb in the heart of London
today, nearly a week after the IRA ended its truce
with a bomb attack on a business district of the British
capital.
No one immediately claimed responsibility, but the
series of coded telephone warnings was typical of past
attacks by the Irish Republican army.
Police said the device was small, but gave no other
details.
Police sealed off about a square mile of the city —
including Piccadilly Circus,Trafalgar Square and the busy
Oxford Street shopping district — for more than three hours
while they searched for other devices.
"We are satisfied that it is as clear as we can make it,"
said Supt. Bob Kynnersley of Scotland Yard.
He said several coded warnings was received just after
12:30 p.m., and the device was found soon afterward.
Kynnersley said some people had been evacuated during the
search, and others warned to stay inside.
Last Friday the IRA set off a bomb in an east London
business district,killing two people and causing millions of
dollars in damage.
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• Military affairs

Israel's army pleas to
overzealous parents
JERUSALEM (AP) — The Israeli army ombudsman says there is too much kvetching about
army life, and he puts part of the blame on
meddling mothers and fathers.
Brig. Gen. Aharon Doron said Thursday that soldiers and their parents complain that officers use abusive language,that they deny conscripts leave for medical checkups — even that they make them run too far.
"We need to get mommy involved to a lesser extent
•
and let the army do what is right," Doron said.
or
Knesset,
Doron presented his comments to the
the
on
report
parliament,this week as part of his annual
state of the army.
"Every fourth complaint comes from parents,"
Doron grumbled. He said many of the others probably
come from soldiers pressured by their parents to protest.
In 1995, the report said, there were 8,874 written
complaints filed with the army ombudsman, up from
8,600 the previous year. There were also another 8,000
telephone complaints.
"Soldiers are regarded as grownups by everyone,
except when it comes to trivial complaints like 'Why
isn't my son promoted to sergeant?" Doron said.
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WeatForecas
t
The Local

Today's Weather
Thickening clouds with
snow likely by late afternoon.
High in the 20s.

Saturday's Outlook
Snow... Heavy attimes...
Possibly mixing with sleet
or freezing rain. Becoming
windy with highs in the 20s.

Extended Forecast
Sunday...Chance offlurries north.Fair south. Monday... Fair. Tuesday... Fair.
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• Black History

Professor credits women for Harlem Renaissance
By Svetlana Popova
Staff Writer
Black women writers had an important
place in the Harlem Renaissance although
literary scholars typically deny them proper
recognition, an English professor and researcher said Wednesday.
"The standard definition of the Harlem
Renaissance is limited because it marginalizes black women writers," said Judith Musser,
associate professor of English at Husson
College.
Musser spoke about the engendering of
the Harlem Renaissance and the contribution
of black women writers to it.The lecture was
part of the Women in the Curriculum Lunch
Series and the Black History Celebration
Month.
The Harlem Renaissance is defined as a
primarily literary movement ofthe 1920s and
'30s producing the best black writing up to
that time.
"The Harlem Renaissance raised black
people's national consciousness and earned
them respect," Musser said.
However,even major black authors excluded black women from the movement:
"Women'sliterary matters and social matters
do not mix," W.E. B. DuBois wrote.
Musser disagreed.Quoting a literary critic's description of black feminine writing as
'volcanic,' smashing,' and 'shattering,' she
said, "The women writers of the Harlem
Renaissance need to be included in this tradition."
According to Musser, literary scholars
based their conclusions about the characteristics of the Harlem Renaissance only on

attempt of black women to escape from their
ic plight.
men's stories.
"Manta Bonner's fiction is infested with binding racial heritage. According to Muss"Eighty-three black women wrote during
er,much ofthe power oftheir writing derived
this period," Musser remarked,"and 60 per- social realism," Musser said.
Black women writers also discussed the from their use of authentic black dialects.
cent ofthe short stories published in the black
magazines Opportunity and Crisis were written by women."
Moreover, one of the primary criticisms
to the Harlem Renaissance is that it and its
effects were short-lived. According to Musser, this view completely disregards black
women'sliterary contribution,which continued to flourish long after the 1930s.
"I would say the Harlem Renaissance
ended in 1948 when Crisis stopped publishing literary material and Opportunity stopped
publishing at all," Musser said.
Female writers' short stories did not fit
the standard definition ofthe Harlem Renaissance short story either,according to Musser.
Contrary to the perception that the Harlem Renaissance short fiction relied on
earlier models of the black person provided by white writers. Black women's stories did not portray black people as the
Mammy,Uncle Tom or Hot Mamma stereotypes. Also,according to Musser,black
women writers such as Marita Bonner,
Ann Petry and Zora Neale Hurston did
very little philosophizing about general
issues like black people's place in America.
"The characters[oftheir stories]are more
concerned with their daily personal and family problems," Musser said. "They are not
confined with national identity."
According to Musser, a major strength
of the female short stories published in Opportunity and Crisis is their realistic por- Judith Musser speaks of women's role in the Harlem Renaissance as part of
trayal of black women's social and econom- Black History Celebration month.(Bailey Photo.)

• State news

loll

ood comes to Portland

Washington and Houston also should
PORTLAND (AP) — Workers have
begun hanging candy canes, candles and arrive in Portland Tuesday morning,said
stockings as they recreate Christmas in Larry Kaplan,a publicist for MerriweathDeering Oaks Park for a film starring er Productions.
A crew of about 150 people,along with
Denzel Washington and Whitney Houstruckloads of lights and equipment, will
ton.
The park will become the backdrop for be camped in the park from Tuesday
an ice-skating scene in a remake of the through Friday. The park, near the city's
1947 Christmas fantasy "The Bishop's downtown, will be closed to the public
Wife" directed by Penny Marshall and during the shoot.
produced by Merriweather Productions.
Most of the 140 local people who will
While people connected with the film be used as extras still don't know who
may trickle into town this week, most they are. Last month, more than 6,000
probably will arrive Tuesday,the first day people filled the Cumberland County Civof filming.
ic Center for a general casting call.

Tenure
atleast 10 years ofservice the option to retire and
receive a percentage oftheir pay in installments.
The plan would also take effect if the
professor's age plus their years ofservice were
more than or equal to 73 years.
Health care would be continued for three
years for those who are not old enough for
Medicare.
The installments would not be in the form
of direct pay to the professor after retirement
but would be sent to individual retirement
accounts over the space of a few years.
The payment would depend on how long
the professor had worked for UMaine, and
would be five percent of their salary upon
retirement for each year of service.
Earl Beard,Orono chapter president ofthe
Associated Facultiesatthe UniversityofMaine,
said this plan would give some professors an
"incentive to retire" and is a money-saving
plan forthe university.In thelong run,it would
be cheaper to hire newer professors than keep

ALL MAJORS WELCOME

Apply NOWfor 1996 Positions!!

from page 1
those with tenure on the payroll.
"They would save money because they'd
be able to hire youngerfaculty at two-thirds of
the salary," he said.
Also, the university would be able to cut
costs further by not filling some positions that
would be left open by retiring professors.
AFUM and the administration have not yet
discussed this proposal in detail,so nothing is
settled.
"There are some items under discussion in
negotiations," said Beard.
Sam D'Amico, associate vice chancellor
for human resources, acknowledged that the
proposal is "currently being bargained," but
would not comment further.
AFUM and the administration will meet
tomorrow to discuss this option as well as
other matters relating to contract issues.
If the negotiations lead to a contract, it
would go to the faculty for a vote,then to the
Board of Trustees for ratification.

INFORMATION MEETING
TUESDAY,FEBRUARY20
TOTMAN LOUNGE,
MEMORIAL UNION
7:00 PM
Call the U'MAINE
Peace Corps Office
at 581-1366
or visit
5713 Chadbourne Hall
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Sex Matters
This week is National
Condom Week,so I'd like to
focustoday'scolumn on condoms, to get you thinking
about this issue. Let me start
off by saying: Vows of abstinence break far more often than condoms do.Having said that,I would like to point out that the
simple truth is that,for sexually active couples,condoms are the best means we have of
preventing HIV/AIDS and other sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs). For a couple
who is committed to having sexual intercourse and who have any concern regarding
any ofthe STDs,latex condoms are the best
means of preventing infection. Abstinence
and a mutually—faithful monogamous relationship with an uninfected partner, few
would argue,are even more effective. But if
sexual intercourse is going to occur, condoms are the best approach to preventing
infection.
For condoms to work, they must
be used correctly and consistently. The
following instructions will help ensure
effective use:
1)Use latex condoms every time you
have sexual intercourse; this is the key to
any kind of successful contraception.
2) Use spermicides containing nonoxyno1-9 with the condom.Foam and film
are both easy to apply. Spermicide protects
against pregnancy and a number of STDs.
3) Do not put a condomless penis
into a vagina or anus. Even if a man has a
great"control," there is always the possibility of pre-ejaculatory leakage.
4)Leave about a half-inch ofspace at

by Dr. Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D.

the condom tip and roll the condom all the
way down to the base of the penis.
5) Soon after ejaculation, the penis
should be withdrawn. Make sure someone
holds the base ofthe condom firmly against
the penis as it is withdrawn.
6) After use, check the condom for
possible torn spots. If you are not using a
spermicide (you should be), immediately
apply contraceptive foam orjelly. This may
reduce the risk of pregnancy or infection. If
torn condoms are a persistent problem,use a
water-based lubricant to reduce friction such
as K-Y jelly, spermicide or saliva; they all
work.Please note:Some ofyou will be happy
to know that there is a condom made to fit a
larger penis; it is called the Max X.
7)Do not re-use condoms.
8)Keep condoms in a cool, dry and
convenient place.
If you and your partner are uncomfortable with condom use, consider
the following:
Communication is crucial. It may
ic," but planning your con"unromant
seem
protection strategy before
n/STD
traceptio
entangled is essential. Sex
sexually
are
you
is too important to be left up to your genitals.
Giving or getting a disease or worrying
about pregnancy is about as unromantic as
you can get.Explore your feelings together;
share your knowledge. Consider visiting
Cutler for information - together. Neither
partner should be forced to use a form of
birth control he or she is truly unhappy with.
But the issue of protection must be dealt
with, by both of you.
Don't forget your sense of humor
and playfulness.Condoms can actually pro-

S
LEGAL
R

vide lots oflaughs. Laughter and sex go well
together.Fancy condoms-lubricated,ribbed,
colored (have you seen the black "tuxedo
condoms" for formal affairs?) are popular
for their entertainment value. Let yourself
be entertained.
Stand your ground. Unless you want
to be pregnant and are sure your partner is
free of STDs, you need protection during
sex. If your partner says "no" to using a
condom,you can just tell them"None of my

other partners have minded. What's wrong
with you?" If your partner cares about you,
they'll want to use a condom.
Sandra L.Caron is an associate professor in the department of Human Development and Family Studies.She teaches CHF
351: Human Sexuality. Questionsfor Dr.
Caron can be sent directly to her at The
Maine Campus, Chadbourne Hall. Copyright Sandra L. Caron 1996

Kiss

from page 1

and the event's organizer. "Now we'll
submit (the numbers to Guiness) and go
down in history."
The number to beat for the record had
been 2,000 people,or 1,000 kisses,which
had been set by Oregon State University
in 1990. The count was broken by 11year-old Jonathan Coutts, who was the
2,001st person to enter the Alfond.
"I didn't expect to break the record,"
said Coutts, who was there to kiss his
mother on the cheek.
Couples were greeted at the door of
the Alfond by volunteers from Peer Educators and students from Caron's human
sexuality course. They were in charge of
passing out the Certs and the heart buttons, and keeping an accurate count.
"We were hoping we'd break the
record," said Leah Eldridge, one of the
volunteer Peer Educators. "We were
crossing our fingers."
Once inside the Alfond,couples were
greeted by the energetic University of
Maine Pep Band,who helped build up the
excitement before the kiss.
Minutes before the kiss, which was
counted down on the scoreboard,28 res-

taurant gift certificates were given away
in a number raffle. Winners were able to
claim their certificates by matching the
number drawn with the number on the
heart pin they received at the door.
On the ice,President Frederick E.Hutchinson and his wife Dione waved happily at
the crowd before leading the ten—second
kiss.They werejoined by Bananas the Bear
and Student Government President Ben
Meiklejohn and their dates.
"I think it's great that Sandy Caron
worked so hard to put this together," said
Stacy Croxford,a sophomore at UMaine
who was there kissing her fiance."I was
surprised at how many people turned out."
However hyped the couples were,the
crowd quickly dispersed after the kiss,
leaving behind Certs wrappers and an
excited Caron.
"I'm surprised it got over so quick,"
Meiklejohn said. "I think we should go
for a minute next time."
As part of National Condom Week
and Love Carefully Day, "A Kiss to
Remember" raised money for The American Heart Association and the Eastern
Maine AIDS Network.

BURN

OF UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT,INC.
PROVIDED UNDER
CONTRACT WITH
THE LAW OFFICES OF
CURTIS & GRIFFIN
ORONO

Offeringfree and low cost legal services to
undergraduate studentsfor 20 years

581-1789
N
UNIO
NION
-1'
M°R)Z44
P.M.
10 A.M.
5
.M. 7P.14.

1.0 A

10

17 P,M.
'

it i I .1 .a.n.1 ,.:AN PRE VEN I FOREST FIRESICIF

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING — 9600 - 8800 every week
Free Details: SASE to
International Inc.
19515 Tom Ball Parkway, Suite 185
Houston,Texas 77070

Summer Employment
Country Kitchen Bakers has summer employment opportunities in the
Ellsworth/Machias areas and the Wells/Old Orchard Beach areas. These
are full-time, temporary positions working a 5—day schedule with early
morning hours and the opportunity to finish in time to spend your
afternoons in the sun. Employment will continue until approximately Labor
Day. Qualified applicants must possess a driver's license in good standing,
enjoy working with people and the ability to work independently. If you are
searching for rewarding summertime employment and want to earn an
excellent salary, please apply in person:
For the Ellsworth/Machias areas on Friday, February 23,9 a.m.- 3 p.m. at:
Country Kitchen Bakers,Thrift Store, High St. Ellsworth
For the Wells/Old Orchard Beach areas on Thursday,February 22,9 a.m.-3 p.m. at:
Country Kitchen Bakers,
6A Landry Rd., Airport Industrial Park,Biddeford
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• Socialist—Marxist

Panel explores true meaning of Question One
By Paul Livingstone
Staff Writer
The focus of this week's Socialist and
Marxist luncheon debate was the infamous question that did more to spark controversy than any other Maine referendum
in recent history.
Kristen Gwinn,member of Wilde-Stein
and Maine Won't Discriminate, Matthew
Moen,professor of political science at the
University of Maine and Doug Allen,professor of philosophy at UMaine,all spoke
at the luncheon, which was titled "Referendum Question One: Myth,Religion,and
Politics."
A member of the successful effort of
Maine Won't Discriminate against the passage of Question One, Kristen Gwinn
stressed the frustration of competing
against a group that used very strong rhetoric that consistently put the opposition
on the defensive.

"We felt like the real issue wasn't ad- seek a new route.
dressed," she said,explaining the confusDuring the 1980's, the Christian right
ing wording of the question and the un- started to establish itself in the rural,
willingness of the Christian right to relin- "grass-roots" areas ofthe country through
quish emphasis on "special rights."
a variety of small organizations. This lo"Special rights' don't exist," she said, cal strategy strengthened the movement
and added that the words are specifically considerably, leading it to the powerful
used to make people,and homosexuals in presence it is today, particularly on the
particular, reactionary.
state level.
"We want to organize it[Maine Won't
In addition,Moen said,"The Christian
Discriminate] to be just as pro-active as right started to reorient their language...
reactive," she said.
and shifted its focus to abortion and prayer
Matthew Moen shared his extensive in school." The use of political language
knowledge of the Christian right. He out- in place of moralistic and specifically relined the trends followed since the forma- ligious language imparted a sense oflegittion ofthe Christian right movement in the imacy to the movement and also alienated
late 1970s.
a lot fewer people.
Originally endorsed by Ronald Reagan
Doug Allen also examined the Chrisas a vote—gainer, the group tried to place tian right and explained the relationship
individuals in places of power in Wash- between myth,religion and politics. Acington to spread its influence. The effort cording to Allen, the Christian right uses
in the capital, however, proved to be a minor myths, such as traditional Biblical
dead end, forcing the Christian right to and family values, to strengthen political

views,just as it would invigorate its religious views.
"Myth is not separate from religion or
politics," he said."They [Christian right]
use religious myth to legitimate political
views."
Relating this idea to the case of Question One, Allen postulated that the myths
the Christian right put forth clouded the
issue which,in fact,is the Christian right's
condemnation of homosexuality, not the
removal of "special rights."
After the speakers were done, they
fielded many questions from the group,
ranging from the national influence of the
Christian right to Question One's avoidance of the term homosexuality.
The Socialist/Marxist Luncheon Series meets every Thursday,from 12:30 pm
to 1:45 pm in the Bangor Lounge of the
Memorial Union. Next week's topic is
titled the "Impact of the Republican Contract with America."

GSS

from page 1

by, who was unable to attend, and had
much to say about the winners.
Bates has been "crucial in solving
certain issues," Nelson has "tenacity"

and is "critical of the administration...,
but eager to work with them" and Bragdon has "brought a breath of fresh air" to
the organization with his ability to ener-

gize the senate.
Ben Meiklejohn,Student Government
president,described his experience of appearing on an ITV panel discussion last
weekend in Augusta.Broadcast live to the
seven UMaine Systemcampuses,the panel of representatives from each school
talked about ways to improve education.
Meiklejohn endorsed the restructuring of school governments and said,"Education is becoming too corporate based,
instead of individually based."
He claimed that his comments generated a lot of positive feedback, and he
encouraged the student government leaders,(who,on this campus are newly elected President of Student Government Ben
Meiklejohn and Vice President of Student Government Dusty Doherty),to capitalize on these issues.
In other business, Bragdon detailed
UMaine's tentative plans for a combined
Student Union/ Recreational Facility.
An estimated $18 million will be re-

quired to follow through with the current
building plan. The total will be split in
two: $10 million toward a new Recreational Facility and $8 million for an
expansion of the Memorial Union.
Bragdon is looking for significant donors to participate in the project, and
explained that a separation is needed between the recreation and athletic department. He said the two departments are
"kind of cramped in there right now."
Also, a room and board rate increase
of 3.5 percent was reported from Nelson.
This increase will be effective for the
1996-'97 academic year.
The Student Government now has its
own web page on the Internet. The address is: http://www.ume.maine.edu/
—sgob
Bates, the proprietor of the site, announced that the site is still undergoing
preparations, and he hoped that there
would soon be a page for every committee and board.

ATTENTION WRITERS!
Jenn Nelson, president of Residents on Campus reports to the General Student
Senate Tuesday at the Damn Yankee. (Gagne Photo.)

Greyhound/Vermont Transit
Spring
Break
Trauel finuurnere
Bangor Bus Terminal
Local Agent For:
Greyhound Lines: Coast to Coast
Cyr Lines: Alovstook County
West's Coastal Conn: Downeast Maine

Only Nation Wide
Bus Company!

College Students!
$129.00 RT
Florida and More!
offer not valid from:
April 4. 1996 and April ft.
Friday & Sunday Express
Daily Express Schedule
Schedule
From: Orono Memorial
Gym
From: Orono Memorial Gym
Leave Orono:
11:45P.M.
Leave Orono:
3:30P.M.
Leave Bangor:
12:15P.M.
Leave Bangor:
4P.M
Arrive Portland. 3:00P M
Arrive Portland. 7.00P.M.
Arrive Boston:
3:15P.M.
Arrive Boston:
9:15P.M.
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Do you have a passion for writing,
enjoy getting to the heart of
the truth, or consuming
large quantities of coffee?
Then why not write for
the Campus?
The Maine Campus is currently excepting applications for staff
writers in both the Local and Style sections.
If you're interested contact Jeff Teunisen at
581-1270 for Local
and Jamie Wright at
WRITERS NIEFFING
581-3061 for Style.
Every Monday:

5:30 p.m.
Fourth Floor

Chadbourne
All are Welcome
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•Tomorrow night

The Mermen riding a wave to success
By James Wright
Staff Writer
With a Ford van jam-packed full of
sound equipment, the Mermen will come
rolling into town tomorrow night,bringing
with them an act that is gaining steam as it
criss-crosses the country.
"It's a job, man," said Jim Thomas,
guitarist for the ground-breaking trio from
San Francisco. "I mean,I'm not punching
time cards, but I could be doing something
else."
Thomas took a little time off from hi
cross-country tour, which is currently in
New York City. He chatted for a bit, with
his view of the Empire State Building and
a half-hour to spare.
"I've met so many cool people on this
tour. Last night in Philadelphia,this Indian
couple sat through our entire show and
afterwards told me that they loved it. I
ended up talking to them for about an hour
and a half."
The Mermen,who hail from the city by
the bay, are riding a fat wave to fame and
critical acclaim for their alternative "surf'
music that blends hypnotizing rhythms with
driving, distorted, reverb-soaked wailing
guitar sounds. This music, which Thomas
describes as"very physical," has given his
band a well-recognized name in the baycity music scene, as well as all across the
country.
Thomas doesn't exactly buy that "surf
music" label altogether. Even though his
influences include Dick Dale and the Ventures who sparked the whole surf thing in
the 60s,this New Jersey boy feels that the
music should speak for itself.
"When the music is the music that moves
people for whatever reason, that's when
it's real. The labels come more from those
who write about the music than those who
play it. The best reviews we get are from
those who say 'it's surf music, but...'."

Thomas, who just happens to be a diehard surfer, carries his board with him
wherever the band goes, just in case the
waves are calling his name.
"Our music is more related to the reality
of the ocean and my own experiences rather than buying into the whole idea of surf,"
added Thomas.
Their first studio album,"A Glorious
Lethal Euphoria," has garnered praise from
several publications,including spots on the
"Best of'95"lists in both Guitar Player and
Guitar World magazines. Guitar World
had this to say about the Mermen: "PostHendrix psychedelia meets rampaging,
balls-to-the-wall surf guitar on this thinking man's shred album."
The band's name, as you might have
guessed,derives from a Jimi Hendrix song
called "1983, A Merman I Shall Turn To
Be." It seems a fitting tribute to the man
whose music has inspired Thomas'playing
the most. The screaming feedback you'll
hear on "Lethal's" first track, "Pulpin'
Line," is reflective of Hendrix tunes like
"Third Stone From The Sun."
The Mermen, who have been playing
together for seven years, are constantly
changing what they do."We're very growth
oriented, we're always playing new mu- The Mermen, Allen Whitman, Martyn Jones and Jim Thomas bring their
sic,"said Thomas.This is clearly evident at instrumental act to the Oronoka Saturday night. (Courtesy Photo.)
the rate that they have been cranking out
such a gnarly radio station,one of the festival. When asked if he was disappointthe tunes. Their 1994 release "Food For from
college stations around," said Thomas. ed about the turnout at last year's show,he
Other Fish" became a top-seller in the bay top
The Mermen,who will stop for a show realized that the poor weather had nothing
area. In 1995 they released "A Glorious
Oronoka on Saturday night,are in the to do with the overall crowd's attitude. On
Lethal Euphoria," and have just recently at the
of a national tour that started Jan. 16 the Bumstock '95 CD,you can hear Thoreleased a six-song EP titled"Songs Of the midst
and will go straight through March 20. mas yell "I've never seen anything like
Cows."
said the grueling,three month en- this! We're coming back!"
The Mermen were also recently hon- Thomas
They are men of their word. Saturday
been"fun." The tour has brought
has
ored for outstanding artistic achievement deavor
should be a good introduction for
night
Hollywood,
as
places
exotic
such
to
in music at the San Francisco Bay Guard- them
unfamiliar with The Mermen's inthose
New
Philadelphia,
Miami,
Orleans,
ian's 1995 Goldies Awards. "A Glorious New
groove. Said Thomas,"You
strumental
Orono.
City and
Lethal Euphoria" was the #1 album of the York
people want you to play. Peowhere
play
to
strangers
exactly
aren't
The Mermen
year on San Francisco college radio station
things that go down pretty
like
who
ple
played
They
ice.
the
in
our lovely home
KUSF-FM.
won't like our band."
probably
smooth
Bumstock
ked
rain-soa
last year's
"It was really rewarding to be honored during

•Performance

Dave Matthews puts on an inspiring sshow
mor and nutty acting. The two accomguitarists played over twenty
plished
Staff Writer
songs ranging from ripping jams to slow,
Dave Matthews and Tim Reynolds lit_ beautiful ballads. They played almost
the Wadsworth Gymnasium at Colby every song from "Under the Table and
College on fire Wednesday night when Dreaming," about four songs from the
they played a three hour acoustic show
before a sold—out audience.
Matthews is on a brief hiatus from
his usual band because they just finished recording their latest album. He is
currently doing a mini—tour with his long
time friend, Tim Reynolds.
The two met in a bar in Virginia,
where Reynolds often played. Matthews
such
was the bartender at the time, and one new album,and a few old favorites
to
interesting
was
It
Freedom."
"Cry
as
night he asked Reynolds if he could sing
saxousually
songs
the
of
some
hear
"Exodus" (Bob Marley) with him. He
(The Dave Matsaid yes, and an inseparable bond was phone, drum or violin
with only
performed
Band)—driven
thews
formed. Almost ten years later, the two
fantastiMatthews
Dave
and
guitars
two
decided to tour together as an acoustic
perfectlocked
They
voice.
unique
cally
duo, and it is fortunate for us that they
the night,treating the audithroughout
ly
did.
a soul searching Valentine's Day.
Between songs, Matthews charmed ence to
problem with the show was the
One
the crowd with his genuine sense of hu-

By Doug Weitz

You could always get
lost in Dave's irresistible
charm.

poor acoustics of the Wadsworth Gymnasium,and the set up of the show.They
tried to create a small club—type atmosphere, but if you weren't sitting in the
first forty rows of floor seats, the sound
was poor, and the visibility was nonexistent.
Reynolds performed two solo pieces,
which blew the crowd's collective mind.
His fingers moved so fast,it was unreal,
and the sounds that emanated from his
plain looking guitar were not of this
world. His solos on top of Matthews'
uncanny rhythms made for a fantastic
show.
From their comments and constant
smiles, it was evident that they were
having at least as good a time as the
audience. They loved playing together.
Reynolds has been a guest guitarist on
Matthews' two previous albums and has
also accompanied The Dave Matthews
Band on their third album,which will be
coming out soon.
It was not necessary to have a date at

show. One could althis
Dave's irresistible
in
lost
ways get
happy through
crowd
the
kept
charm.He
and his
singing
unique
his
his playing,
songs.
berween
routines
little comedy
as
back
anything
held
Neither musician
of
rage
a
in
heads
their
sweat flew off of
madness.
guitar interplay
The final song of the set, before the
encore, was a ripping "All Along the
Watchtower" after which the entire audience immediately stood and screamed
until the all-too-happy-to-oblige musicians returned,ready for more.It was an
enthusiastic, emotional ovation, and
Dave and Tim,as their familiarity begged
they be referred to, did not disappoint.
Their double encore included an inspired "Cry Freedom," Matthews' current favorite song, which brought a tear
to the eye.
Look for The Dave Matthews Band
this summer, sure to be touring across
the country. Also keep an eye out for
Reynolds' band, TR3.
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• In theaters

Oscar time again' for Emma Thompson
By Greg Dowling
Staff Writer
"Sense and Sensibility," based on Jane
Austen's novel of the same title, tells the
story of two sisters, Elinor (Emma Thompson) and Marianne (Kate Winslet)
Dashwood and their misadventures in the
pursuit of romance.
Each one has a far different approach
than the other. Elinor is far more intelligent and mature than Marianne. She
hides her feelings and is guided by what
she thinks rather than what she feels.
Marianne is a hopeless romantic who is
guided strictly by emotion. She spends
her days reading Shakespeare's sonnets
and becomes enraged when someone
who is reading them aloud fails to put
sufficient expression in the verses. She
becomes intoxicated by lyrics that speak
of love, romance and the pursuit thereof.
At the opening of the film,Elinor and
Marianne's father has passed away and
they are sent word of their inheritance
that is, to say the least, minimal. This is
when they meet Mr. Edward Ferras (a
surprisingly mellow Hugh Grant), a
wealthy aristocrat who is sent with his
sister Fanny to oversee the division of the
estate. Upon their arrival at the Dashwood household,Edward and Elinor fall
madly in love,but his sister is dead against
it and does everything short of physically
dragging him away from her and, as a
result,from the house. Elinor later learns
that he is secretly engaged,and she must
stifle her heartbreak and live only with
the hope that they will again be together.
Marianne meets Colonel Brandon, a
gentle and charming man who tries to
find his way into her heart, but she finds
him far too dull and tame for her. She felt

the same way about Edward. She couldn't
understand what Elinor saw in him that
filled her with love,for Marianne believes
that love must be wild and passionate for
it to be true love.
She then meets John Willoughby, a
more dashing portrait of what she desires, by a twist of fate or rather a twist of
her ankle as he carries her back to the
house after she takes a nasty fall. He's
energetic, funny and very familiar with
Shakespeare's sonnets, as he carries a
small copy with him at all times. Marianne falls very much in love with him,
leaving Colonel Brandon in the wake.
But he gets another chance, when Willoughby turns out to not be the man he
said he was.
For the sake of those who are unfamiliar with the story, it would be a crime to
say anymore at the risk of ruining the
romantic climax of the film, which is
nothing short of beautiful. "Sense and
Sensibility" is an exquisitely made period romance that tells the kind of chaste
love story that is not much in fashion,but
the story's implications are for all times.
The film was directed by Ang Lee (The
Wedding Banquet)with a full understanding of the material and what made Austen's novel such an utter delight. Lee
drapes the sets with rich period detail,
beautiful costumes and cinematography
that has all the splendor and brilliance of
a Monet painting.
Emma Thompson's screenplay is a
perfect rendering of the novel, and she
successfully brings the characters vibrantly to life. She covers every possible facet
of the story and develops the relationships between characters with supreme
craft.
Thompson's acting, which earned her
an Oscar nomination, is (as usual) bril-

liant and thoroughly engaging. She
breathes a kind of heady sexiness into her
character that only she can. Thompson's
last Oscar win was for the Merchant Ivory film,"Howards End," and she shows
the same fiery passion here. It would not
be surprising if the future ex-Mrs.
Branagh gets to walk down that aisle
again.
The supporting cast is superb. Kate
Winslet ("Mighty Aphrodite") does an
amazing job at bringing out Marianne's
youthful sense of fantasy without making her look ridiculously immature and
spoiled. Her performance is certainly a
harbringer offuture performances ofequal
beauty.
Both Hugh Grant and Alan Rickman
do wonderful jobs in very tricky roles.
Grant is always amazing to watch merely
for the fact that he displays the same
irreverent comedic charm and romanticism that made Cary Grant a legend. His
performance is here is no exception. Rickman uses his charisma to make the character of Brandon a romantic figure,especially important in a role like this, where
sweetness is more important than passion.
'Sense and Sensibility" is a moving
tribute to love. This film employs such
gentle flirtations and romance that it
makes films like"While You Were Sleeping" look like porno flicks. It's a story in
which one sister finds her emotional core
resting within intellect, and another let
go her childhood to discover that the
indulgence of quiet pleasures can equal
the strongest love of all.
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ThisWeekend

Weekend Events
Friday:
Noon —Isi Rudnick &the Hurricane Bros.at the Jazz TGIF at the
Bangor Lounge.
9 p.m. — Comedy with Jim Dunn and Dwayne Perkins at the
Damn Yankee. $1 with UMaine I.D. and $3 all others.

Saturday:
9 p.m.—The Mermen live at the Oronoka. $3 with UMaine 1.D.and
$5 all others.

jimDunnand
DwaynePerkins
9pm TheDamnYankee
$1 w/UMaineStudentID
$3AllOthers
eashbarwithlD

WMEB 91.9 Top 10

"AN IFIETVE,1AMEUENT FILM THAT
RISES TO THE HEAD OF THE CLASS."
"EvEglINE MOW SEE DU ME-1

Artist
1 The Poops
2 Amos,Tori
3 Various Artists
4 Vodka
5 Sunny Day Real Estate
6 16 Horsepower
7 Ruby
8 Possum Dixon
9 Williams, Dar
10 PD&Q

Album/Song
Weekend at Bernie's
Boys for Pele
Minneapolis Does Denver
She's My Dream
Sunny Day Real Estate
Sackcloth & Ashes
Salt Peter
Star Maps
Mortal City
Drunkard

DangerousMinds
100DonaldPCorbett
6:30and9:15
$1 w/UMaineStudentID
$3AllOthers
cosponsoirdby
ComprehensiveFeeCommittee
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Editorial Pare
• Commentaries

Ready togo pro?
Bobby Cremins, head coach for the
Georgia Tech men's basketball team,
has an interesting situation on his hands.
Cremins was lucky enough to land the
best point guard coming out of high
school last year in Stephon Marbury,
but he may have Marbury for less than
a year.
Seeing his friend,Kevin Garnett,succeed as a member of the Minnesota
timberwolves, Marbury feels that he
too can enjoy the riches of the NBA.
This phenomena of young players leaving college early or not even going to
college has the basketball world in a
buzz. Coaches, owners, journalist and
fellow players are wondering if these
kids should forgo the college experience in favor of heading straight to the
NBA.Some believe these kids are neither mentally or physically ready for
the rigors of the NBA at the tender age
of 18.
Yet for years Major League Baseball has allowed high schools kids to
enter its amateur draft without ever attending college. Tennis players don't

"AND'MEONEAOU'WATCIED

LAST NIGHT-WOW CHUCK

RIMS!WAM,rAmi AND TIE

even have to wait until they graduate
0EME
arD13
BORIAN
P
SN
high school to join the pro tour. BasketTWOUGN TNEAR!BLOWS UP
ball players should be looked at no difA MOLE
BLOW ARNOLD
ferently.
WHAtIlISNAMEMO!gApapp
The fact of the matter is that for a
BAPPAPRAPE3AP/51X6U6
basketball player, college is no more
%AT/MI.111N TUE HEAP!
than a minor league system, much like
the one that professional baseball has.
Players who go to big time college basketball schools (i.e. North Carolina,
Michigan, Georgia Tech and so one),
go to these schools with the intent of
playing professional basketball. College
is simply a place for them to hone their
skills before stepping out into the "real"
world, where millions of dollars await • Editorial
them. Many feel it isn't right to provide
scholarships to basketball players whose
only interest is to get a job in the NBA.
Yet until the NBA provides these kids
with a minor league to put the final
The Campus Living advisory committee recently approved the creation of a gay wing in
polish on their game, they have no
their
choice but to prove themselves in the Knox Hall. This gay wing would be a "safe zone" open to gays, lesbians, bisexuals and
supporters.
kids
college ranks. The only way these
While many heterosexual students at the University of Maine.have focused on the idea that this
will be able to make the millions is to
will allow same-sex couples to live together,a larger issue is being ignored. Segregation,in
wing
them,
use the only avenue available to
its purest form is about to be practiced here at the university. Allowing students to choose
the NCAA.(S.Martin)
housing on the basis of sexual preference would be tantamount to creating separate housing for
black, Asian or white students.
Segregation in education has long since been abolished, but to compartmentalize certain
groups the university will revive a long-dead practice. A practice that harkens back to the flawed
decision.
On Valentine's Day,the Passama- premise behind the Supreme Court's Plessy vs. Ferguson
Society needs to learn how to work
reason.
a
for
dismantled
was
segregation
Systematic
quoddy Tribe distributed $739 to each
whole. Creating separate environments for
man, women and child in the tribe. together, grow together and function as a larger
the search for equal rights.
This money, part of the $1.2 million homosexuals constitutes a giant step backward in
population that resides here, and
homosexual
the
about
concerned
truly
is
university
the
If
the tribe generated this year in revethan a greater issue is at hand.
zone,"
"safe
a
have
to
homosexuals
for
need
a
is
there
that
feels
nue from the land which they bought
The university should use its resources to educate its students,not to hide a percentage of them
and acquired in the land settlement
back in 1980, should stand as suffi- away in some corner, wing or closet.
If UMaine follows through with this proposal than it will become one of only three universities
cient receipt of the concessions the
nation to establish such segregated housing. The university, in its effort to put an end to
the
in
state has already doled out. Further
such a project. By sectioning gay students off
concessions only derail the idea of discrimination,has failed to see the ramifications of
from other students, they are abandoning the responsibility of constructively integrating them
"One nation."
vowed commitment to diversify education.
As citizens of this nation, the tribe into the campus community and ignoring their
since the early '70s. In 1974, the university
rights
gay
of
forefront
the
at
been
has
UMaine
should be held accountable to the same
threats from the state Legislature. The
despite
club,
Wilde-Stein
the
of
formation
the
permitted
laws that apply to the nation as a whole
$1 million if they allowed a gay
by
budget
universities
the
cut
to
threatened
Legislature
and not be the beneficiaries of a systhe
threats and permitted the conferlegislature's
ignored
university
The
campus.
on
symposium
tem that rewards those who play up
again needs to take a strong stance for equal
once
institution
this
at
administration
The
ence.
the discrimination motif.
Legislation founded on guilt will rights and prevent this act of segregation.
The university is supposed to be a place of diversity. A place where people can learn from
not aid the Passamaquoddy Tribe.
around them.
those
(M.L.Lane)
Homosexuals need to be constructively integrated rather than withdrawn from society,so they
can be understood and accepted. The creation of a gay wing at UMaine will only exacerbate
existing problems and undermine the concept of diversity in education.

art
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'Gays Only'

All bets are o
The recent ruling by the 1st U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals has,as do all
courts of law worthy of the name,laid
down the law in what inevitablely will
be a very emotional and drawn-out
struggle. While Indian tribes across the
nation scramble to erect casinos under
the auspices of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, Maine's own Passamaquoddy Tribe saw their proposal, tc
build a casino in Calais, shot down on
grounds that it is illegal.
By letter, the Maine Indian Claims
Settlement Act of 1980, a document
which the Passamaquoddy tribe
signed, states that future law for the
benefit of Indians would not apply in
Maine "unless specifically made applicable." Eight years later the act
which Congress passed did not in
elude such specific language.
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In perhaps the least inspiring voter turnout in University of Maine's history,712 undergraduates cast their ballots on Tuesday. They voted for the supposed voice of UMaine students, the
representative to the university administration, the chancellor's office, the BOT and the state
house. 364 voters made their voices heard, and in so doing sounded the death knell for the
democratic process at this university.
To say that this election epitomizes student apathy misses the point.To say that students failed
to cast their votes because there was no candidate worth voting for captures the true spirit of this
election: This election wasn't a choice between the lesser of three evils, as much as a choice for
the least evil of three lessers.
To follow through with this election and install the president- and vice president-elect will
only turn back the clock of progress that Student Government has made this year.Progress whose
charge was headed, not by current president Ben Mieklejohn, but by Vice President Chris
Bragdon. While Bragdon has concerned himself with getting things done, Meiklejohn and
Doherty (notice the closed doors of the Ram's Horn, whose administrative board she heads)
concern themselves with dialogue. And more dialogue. In preparing pre-election profiles of the
candidates, we at the Maine Campus were faced with a conundrum; how to compile enough
con't bottom next column
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• Out of the woods

Ma Bell is always right
ing her in the face,she confidently retorted,
"Yes sir, and if you want to keep your
We had a great after- phone, you need to send us $180 tomornoon. Our classes were row."I looked at our blank counter,glanced
over,the weather was mild at Tom's empty face and told her I'd call
and there was still some her back if!came up with any answers.She
ice at the neighborhood said she'd be there waiting.
In the meantime, we had a family meetrink for a hockey game. I
and decided we would split the bill
ing
if
see
to
school
called our apartment from
ways and just suck up the loses. It
three
and
Tom
play.
to
my roommates wanted
like the only fair thing to do since
seemed
headed
we
and
Josh are easily persuaded,
records. The problem is that we
no
had
we
were
got
There
I
when
home.
for the rink
phone equally, but there was
the
use
minnever
within
and
rink
the
at
plenty of players
the bill up fairly.!couldn't
divide
to
ice.
way
the
no
on
battle
a
in
engulfed
utes, we were
and we were all
anymore,
it
about
play,
worry
bush-league
notch,
top
of
After an hour
situation.
the
about
adults
being
plenty
blocked
goals,
enough
we had scored
I had resumed my life and went off to
of shots and skated too many shifts. We had
big kissing contest at the Alfond.I needthe
lack
the
or
air
cold
our fill. Maybe it was the
get just one picture during the ten
to
ed
Anyway,
lungs.
our
of oxygen that burned
of record breaking face sucking. I
seconds
showwe called it a day and headed for the
subjects early, got their names
my
my
on
found
laid
I
home,
ers. After we returned
for the starting gun.There was a
waited
and
thoughts
my
As
in.
bed letting nostalgia set
three kids, and they were all
with
couple
phone
the
nap,
quick
a
into
started to doze
going to kiss each other; it was an easy
jolted me back into reality.
Lying there drifting in and out of sleep,I shot. Well, our phone bill was still on my
had difficulty overhearing the phone call. mind and everybody started kissing withAfter I heard the phone hit the receiver,the out much warning. So my flash went off,
garbled conversation of my roommates and it was all over. It was awful, the kids
wafted upstairs.It didn't sound good.I heard didn't kiss and the parents made out behind
stuff like,"We have to send them 180 bucks their backs. I had nothing. No good pictomorrow or they're gonna shut the phone tures and a bad phone bill.
I went home and started to make some
off." This wasn't the kind of news I was
chowder and an English muffin. Tom
clam
but
game,
hockey
fun
our
after
hoping for
started to talk about the phone bill
I
and
downtrudged
I
minutes,
after a couple
were beginning to accept the posWe
again.
stairs to see if I could help.
we had made a mistake. After
that
sibility
tough
are
face
we
Some of the problems
the most organized household.
aren't
we
all,
rarely
to fix. We have bad memories, we
died, the new one (which is
TV
our
When
the
and
keep track of the checks we write,
pliers) was stacked on top of
with
on
turned
botphone company is always right. The
toaster is operated with
Our
one.
old
the
tom line was we owed the phone company
also serves as a dangerand
force
excessive
$240 and needed to pay them $180 by toour current bills. We
for
place
resting
morrow, or no phone. It just couldn't be ous
cleaner didn't fall
old
our
if
vacuum
might
the
at
true, I needed to talk to somebody
this, I sat down
all
stairs.
Despite
our
down
and
phone company. I dialed the number
As
clam"chowder.
the first spoonmy
enjoy
to
asked
She
operator.
waited to talk with an
across the
darted
Tom
my
hit
ful
mouth,
her.
to
it
gave
I
me for my number and
English
muffin
forgotten
my
save
to
kitchen
"Nate."
said,
name,!
Then she asked me my
the
pulled
he
down
as
And
burning.
from
she
me,
to
talk
And she said she couldn't
the
wasn't
muffin
English
my
door,
was
toaster
name
his
had to talk with Tom because
He
burning.
from
saved
Tom
thing
on the bill. So Tom took the phone,told her only
out
bill
phone
December
she could talk to me, and I proceeded. I pulled our sealed,
now had the authorization, needed to speak as well.The mystery was over. We opened it
with this Nynex operator about my phone up and accounted for our unexplained high
balance.
bill.
Nate Geyerhahn is a junior nutrition
"Ahhh,Are you sure we owe you $240?"
And with her information filled screen star- major,

Nate Geyerhahn

• Letters to the Editor
•"They print only what the police tell them."
To the Editor:
I was rather disconcerted after reading
an article regarding me in the Feb. 14 edition of the paper. The article was titled
"Recent campus violence keeps police
busy." I was mentioned with regards to a
traffic incident! was involved with in which
no persons were injured in anyway. My
situation should not have been printed under this headline. In no way was it violent.
Initially I was angry at the paper misquoting me and taking my words out of
context, but after speaking with the paper,
I now know that they only print what the
police tell them. My accident involved me
hitting some one's van unknowingly. The
van was illegally parked at the time and
did not leave me enough room to maneuver. Certainly this is no excuse, but I did
not feel that tap or notice it until after
when somebody informed me I had hit the
parked van. When this person told me I
had hit the van and asked if I was going to
report it, I am quoted as saying "No, are
you going to tell on me?" By no means did
I say the word "no," but I did ask them if
they were going to tell. Looking back on it
now I should not have said that, as it sug-

gests I was not going to take responsibility.
I didn't even see what the person was talking about,I was late for class,so! went and
fully intend to take closer look after class
and leave a note if necessary. The van was
gone when I got out of class.
The article continues by stating that I
didn't report the accident because I"...didn't
think the owner of the car would really
care." I didn't think they'd care because I
didn't feel ray truck hit the van and didn't
see the damage.The report!signed said the
damage was $975 to the van only. My truck
didn't have a scratch so I don't know why
the paper said "Damage to both vehicles is
estimated at $1,025." I guess they're going
to pay me $50 for going along with this
fiasco. To the person whose van I hit, I am
truly sorry. I fully plan to pay you for any
damage done. Yet by no means was this a
"hit and run" kind of thing as it was portrayed. You have to understand that I was
unaware I had even hit your van. I felt this
letter was necessary due to the wording of
the article and the headline it was under.
Thanks.
Dave Steckel
Orono

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free exchange of ideas among
members of the university community. Letters to the editor should be no longer than
250 words. Guest columns should be approximately 600 words. Submissions must
include full name,address and phone number. Anonymous letters will not be published
without a compelling reason. Submissions may be edited for length, taste and libel.
Direct inquiries to Michael Lane at 581-1269.
The election farce con't
platform material to put together a story which gave more than the candidates' names and
the defining kernel of their platform.
When asked about his plans for the upcoming year, Meiklejohn repeatedly blathered
on about the need to establish a dialogue with students,administrators and the state house.
All of which makes for good copy, but lacks one key ingredient: substance.
Endless conversations are not what this university currently needs. The impending 2
percent campus-wide budget cut, the proposed Union expansion and a new system
chancellor require more than petty and ridiculous conversations moderated by politicians
more concerned with furthering their own careers than serving students.
There is a valid reason why only 712 students voted on Tuesday: the candidates
were unimpressive, generally incompetent, and out of touch with students' real
concerns. If luck falls our way, perhaps Meiklejohn and Doherty will see the error of
their ways and simply go away. Until then, we can only hope the General Student
Senate will realize the mistake made in letting this pathetic election take place,
nullify the results and begin anew.
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Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
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For Friday, February 16
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
couldn't wish for a better planetary set up on
your birthday: It augurs well for the year
ahead. Knowledge of every kind should be
your domain — you can't have too much.
You'll be entranced by anything unusual.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Because
Mars is transiting that area of your chart
which governs secret enemies, you can't afford to believe that everyone you meet has
your interests at heart. Be extra careful and
watch your back.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Ask
yourself what you have to offer. The answer
is obvious if you think about it. Everyone
was born with some kind of talent. If you
take the trouble to listen to the voice within,
you'll discover the path you were destined to
take.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Your conscious mind and your higher mind,that part of
you which knows all the answers, are in harmony today. Any ideas which come into your
head are the genuine article. If you act on
them promptly, you're sure to succeed.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Plan
your schedule carefully or you won't have
the time for the things you want to do. As far
as financial and business matters are concerned, ask yourself if what you're selling is
what people want. If not,they can't be forced
to buy.
LEO (July 22 - Aug. 22): It should be
clear by now that you've been talking at
cross purposes with a colleague. The difference of opinion isn't important, but recognizing that you see things differently is. You
can still be the best of friends, even though
you have opposing views.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Planetary
influences signify that any ideas you have
about how you can improve your daily routine should be put into effect immediately.
You're about to embark on a new course.
Old methods are no longer good enough.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Planetary
activity will bring out the creative side of
your nature and give you new insights into a
number of old problems, while Sunday's new
moon promises some kind of new beginning.
Whatever you start over the next few days
will pay for itself many times over.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): The
more you try to explain something, the more
confused a partner becomes. Maybe you're
failing to get your point across. A second
possibility is that you just see things in different ways, in which case you should talk
about something else.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): The
world is full of opportunities for those who
know where to look for them. A sudden idea
could get you thinking along new lines, so
original, in fact, that others may conclude
you've gone crazy. Ignore them.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 - Jan. 19): Nothing is what it seems at the moment, but neither is your financial position as dire as you
think. News you've been waiting for will
arrive today and put an end to your anguish.
It may not be good news, but isn't as good as
you dared hope for.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): This is
the perfect day to devise new plans and communicate with people who can help you accomplish your ambitions. You can't overestimate your strength or abilities today. Aim
high and you will fly.
PISCES(Feb. 19 - March 20): Don't be
so hard on yourself: You've done well to get
this far. The next four or five weeks will be
some of the most hectic you've ever experienced. There's no need to live in the past or
lament your mistakes. What happens next
will more than make up for them.
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Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, February 17
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY:
You may be sociable, and you may be popular, but what matters now is that you achieve
something substantial. Decide what you're
good at, then apply yourself one hundred
percent. You'll still be popular, but successful with it.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Your
first instance may be to hit back at those
who are trying to undermine your confidence. But while a more aggressive approach will make you feel better, it won't
accomplish much. Ignore criticism.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You
may be slow to adapt to new ideas, but once
you do, you go all the way. You'll have to
defend your beliefs against someone of an
aggressive nature, but there's nothing he or
she can do to hurt you. Keep your temper.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Don't
think rivals can be beaten into submission.
The more you attack them, the more you'll
strengthen their resolve. Put your anger to
one side and those who appear to oppose
you will be happy to talk to you.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Tomorrow's new moon highlights travel, social
activities and the desire to have fun. You
may have commitments to take care of, but
on this occasion you can push them to one
side. All work and no play is sure to make
you irritable.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Planetary
influences suggest a change of emphasis is
likely, both in your inner life and the way
you deal with the world. The hidden side of
your personality is important. Don't be
afraid to examine the contents of your
psyche.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Opposites attract, and someone of a different outlook or faith will play an important role in
your life soon. Even if his/her ideas seem
eccentric to your practical way to thinking,
you know you are kindred spirits.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Even if
you don't understand what's going on, you
know enough not to stand in the way of
progress. How you work, the routines and
methods you use, is every bit as important
today as what you are working on.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Your
first priority is to resolve a long-running
domestic dispute. It would help enormously if you could see the matter from a partner's point of view, rather than have your
partner see it from yours.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec.21): The
next few weeks will see some drastic changes take place in your life, changes you may
want to avoid but won't be allowed to. You'll
discover just how much of an influence the
past has on the present, and how you can
change things for the better in the future.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 - Jan. 19): Anything which takes you away from your usual routine is to be encouraged today. Anything which bores you must be avoided.
Travel and communications are especially
good now. Visit friends if you can. If not,
let them visit you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Expect some tension in your life, tension that
could easily degenerate into conflict. Don't
blame others for something you've done.
More to the point, don't blame others for
what you should have done when you had
the chance weeks ago.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): This is
one of the most important times of the year
for you. It's a turning point of major significance. There's a new Moon on the cusp of
Pisces, and soon will join Mars in your sign.
Decide what you want to do then do it.
Nothing can stop you.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Doonesbury
Oh, that's
different.
No problem.
e-mail
Haw do we
my bank
get the
account
money to
number
you?
to you
tonight.

I'm not a
source -Ion a consultant.

After the money's
been deposited. I'll
reveal my name to
you, along with full
documentation. Tomorrow night, you break
the story of the year.

Will this
be your
first
Emmy,
sport?

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

r

wa it a minute... Why
would you blow your
cover for $25,000
when your byline as
!"Anonymous" could be
worth millions?

Something doesn't
add up here, pal!
This has been a big
scam from the start,
hasn't it?

Just who do you think
you're dealing with
here, fellah? This is
incredible! How dumb
do you think I am?

PP/

New York Times Daily Crossword
No. 1229
ACROSS
1 "Idylls of the
King" setting
Sticks
14 Its chief port is
Ciudad Bolivar
is Roadside
hazard
16 Labor Day event
18 Mt. Hood site
19 Pilot's heading
20 Kind of shot
22 Wellness
provider: Abbr.
23 Suffix with tip
25 Newshawk
27 Sea
29 "A Bridge Too
Far" co-star
30 Incongruousness

31 Eroded
32 Pest control
brand
36 Filmdom's
Wertmuller
37 Certain
farmhand
38 Old book's
content
39 English author
Phillpotts
40 Under
observation
41 Fashion capital
42 Hook
44 Rushlight
45 Emend, in a
way
48 Quarter
49 First name of a
Fighting Irish
legend

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
CLAM
DAL I
TRIBE
RACE
EBAN
OOZED
00D I NVESUMENTS
RADISH
FOIL
ODD
TOR I
PITT
MALICIOUS INTENT
ANISE
NATE
QU I
DIVA
HAIRS
BURN
MEMO
SOUSE
ATE
MARKEDINCREASES
AUNT
° EDGE
RAJ
ERIE
SORTIE
WRETCHED INGRATE
ADMIT
OVEN
AN I L
LASTS
GANG
GENE

ca

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of -9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.

50 Subordinates
52 Benefits org.
ss Old Rolling
Stones record
label
57 1948 Triple
Crown winner
59 Windup
60 Petition
61 (The) Stage
62 Chalk deposit
sites
DOWN
1 Temporary
accommodations
2 Assister of the
Trojans
3 Significant
event
4 Chemical
ending
5 Millionaire
producer
6 Muted colors
7 Beep
8 Bet middler?
9 Polygraph
inventor John
t0"
been
thinking ..."
11 "S'Iong"
12 Fairy-tale
character
13 Cervantes title
17 More than
sleepy
21 Verged toward
24 Enjoyment ofa
position

1

2

4

3

5

6

8

7

10

9

12

13

33

34

35

52

53

54

Ii

15

14
17

16

118

23
27

25

24

37

39

40
42

55

32

31

36

49

26

29

28

30

45

22

21

20

19

46

38
41

44

43

48

47
50
•
56

5
57

58

59

60

61

62

Puule by Jeff Herrington

a way 44 "No, No, Nora"
singer
27 Stratagem
28 Nonproductive 45 Jephunneh's
son
31 Entries
46 Town on the
33 Highly aloof
Penobscot
34 Unwritten
47 Stuffed
35 Gray-brown
aybe
pri
carnival
goose
maybe
37 Dress
ornamentations
41 Sicilian wine
43 Three-time Tour
de France
champion

26 Cancel, in

Department of
northern France
53 It's apres
apres-midi
54 Farm dwellers
56 Profession of
36-Across:
Abbr.
58 Third word of
"America"

51

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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•Trial

Accounts vary on killer's mental state
DEDHAM, Mass. (AP) — John C.
Salvi III told an abortion clinic receptionist, "This is what you get! You should
pray the rosary," as he fatally shot her, a
survivor of the attack testified today.
Jane Sauer,a patient account administrator at the Preterm clinic, told jurors in
Salvi's murder trial that she,too, was shot
that day.
"He bent down,so!looked back to see
why he was bending down," Sauer said.
"I saw him just reach in his bag and pull
out a gun. Then he took a step to his left,
lifted his gurr and shot me."
Salvi, 23, of Hampton, N.H., is charged
with killing two women and wounding five
otherpeopleon Dec.30,1994,attwo Brooldine
clinics where abortions are performed. His
lawyers,who acknowledge he was the attacker,are pursuing an insanity defense.
In opening statements Wednesday,
prosecutors said Salvi was in full control

Free Delivery
on or off
campus

of his senses. Under questioning, Sauer
testified that protesters at the clinic often
recited the rosary outside.
A second witness, Harold Stroyman,
said he was chatting with receptionist Lee
Ann Nichols when Salvi walked into the
waiting room,waited to be acknowledged
and reached into a duffel bag for his gun.
"He stood up and pulls out the rifle
from maybe a foot away,two feet away,
then, click," Stroyman said, pantomiming the trigger action with his finger.
Salvi's lawyer, J.W. Carney Jr., has
not cross-examined any of the witnesses.
In his opening statement, he said Salvi
was insane and believed in a conspiracy
against Roman Catholics by Freemasons,
the Mafia and the Ku Klux Klan.
Salvi arrived at Preterm 10 minutes
after killing the receptionist at a Planned
Parenthood clinic a few miles away.
Witnesses to that first shooting testi-

\wit - 154Park Street
11111111•1111

KING

Orono
866-5505

February Special- 2 medium single topping
pizzas $14.99
Sunday Special- 3 10" single topping pizzas
only $9.99

STARTING THIS SATURDAY FEBRUARY 18TH
AT THE

BEAR BREW PUB
former State of Maine
Guitarist of the Year

AAPY-PAND

9 p.m. to close
Maine's only non-smoking bar
awesome micro brew bears,
munchies, great pub atmosphere,
THE PLACE to meet friends and make new ones.
In downtown Orono, off the municipal parking lot.
(Behind Pat's Pizza)

866-BREW

fied Wednesday that Salvi calmly entered
the clinic, exchanged words with receptionist Shannon Lowney and shot her dead
before wounding three others.
Salvi then turned fully around and started spraying the waiting area with bullets
before he backed out of the clinic, still
shooting, the witnesses said.
"He pointed (the gun) directly at Shannon ... aimed and fired," medical assistant Anjana Agrawal said."I reacted with
fear.I tried to move my body to get through
that doorway.... He moved to the left and
pointed the gun directly at me ... and I took
two bullets in my right side."
In all, seven witnesses have so far
identified Salvi as the gunman: Sauer,
who suffered extensive abdominal injuries; Stroyman, a retiree who worked occasionally at Preterm; Agrawal, who still
has a bullet lodged between her heart and
spine; Antonio Hernandez, who was accompanying his wife to the Planned Parenthood clinic and was shot in the back,
arm and abdomen; Brian Murray, who
was accompanying a friend to Planned
Parenthood and still has a bullet in his rib
cage; and two women who were in the

waiting room there.
They said some people hit the ground
and others stood up and were pulled down.
Hernandez was walking toward Salvi when
he was hit; Murray was turning to shield
his companion when a bullet struck him.
Carney said the shootings at the clinics
were directly triggered by the murders of
four Catholic priests in Algeria three days
before. An Islamic guerrilla faction took
responsibility for those killings.
"It was the plan of someone who was
mentally ill and acting on his delusions,"
he said.
"You act as doctors," Carney told the
jury. "See if you make the diagnosis of
schizophrenia based on what you hear."
Prosecutor John Kivlan said Salvi had
deliberately targeted the clinics, buying
1,000 destructive hollow-point bullets
"used primarily for killing."
He said maps found in Salvi's truck
highlighted access roads to the clinics,
along with the names and addresses of
clinics in Hartford, Conn., and Alexandria, Va.Kivlan said Salvi got a haircut in
New London,Conn.,after his description
was released.

• Military

Army commanders
ban flag displays
RALEIGH, N.C.(AP) — Army commanders have ordered some soldiers at Fort
Bragg to remove American flags from their
barracks because the flags were improperly
displayed, a base spokesman said today.
The News & Observer of Raleigh reported that soldiers were told all flags mustcome
down because Nazi and Confederate flags
were divisive and disrupting the base.It said
no exception was made for the Stars and
Stripes.
The order was issued this month to atleast
two battalions of paratroopers in the 505th
Infantry Regiment,which is part of the 82nd
Airborne Division,the newspaper reported.
But Maj. Rivers Johnson, a spokesman
for the 82nd Airborne at Fort Bragg, said
there has been no ban on Old Glory.
"American flags, if flown properly or
displayed properly, they're allowed in the
barracks," Johnson said.

Unitcommanders have become more vigilant about the appearance of barracks because of growing concern about racial and
political extremism in the ranks.
Three 82nd Airborne paratroopers were
charged in December in the slayings of two
black Fayetteville residents. Police say two
of the soldiers were racist skinheads who
made no secret of their hatred for blacks.
Late last month, five soldiers from the
82nd Airborne were caught in their barracks
wearing racist skinhead attire and posing
with a Nazi flag for a magazine photographer.
In a recent inspection, unit commanders
said they found American flags draped over
chairs and hanging from lockers, Johnson
said. He said he did not know whether the
improperly displayed American flags were
discovered during searches for material that
espouses racism or at other times.

• Justice

Beauty queen's sentence reduced
LEWISBURG, W.Va.(AP) — Citing
good behavior, a judge has cut a former
beauty queen's two-year sentence in halffor
trying to kill the parents of a romantic rival.
Wednesday's ruling would make 24year-old Tracy Lippard eligible for parole at the end of April.
"I suspect Miss Lippard has had
enough," Circuit Judge Charles Lobban
said in approving a motion to allow her
to serve two consecutive one-year sentences concurrently.
Lippard received the sentence last year

for seven misdemeanor convictions, including two counts of second-degree attempted murder.
Prosecutors said Ms.Lippard crowned
her successor as Miss Williamsburg in
February 1994,then embarked on a 250mile journey to the Lewisburg home of
Rodney and Lynn Weikle.
Authorities said Lippard cracked
Weikle on the head with a hammer and
pointed a gun at his wife. Weikle,a former
Secret Service agent, put her in a headlock and disarmed her.
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Sports Briefi.
17 USM Players
Suspended
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — Seventeen members of the University of
Southern Maine baseball team have
been declared ineligible under NCAA
rules for betting on games, the school
said.
The bets were placed on pro and
college football and basketball games,
none involving USM, officials said
Wednesday.
The Division III school learned of
the allegations Monday when Athletic
Director Al Bean received a letter from
the NCAA saying an anonymous tipster had complained about possible involvement in gambling by four USM
baseball players.
After meeting with the players individually and as a team,Bean and coach
Ed Flaherty determined that 17 of the
31 team members had been involved.
In accordance with NCAA by-laws,
the team members who violated the
gambling rules were declared ineligible, the school said.
The university said all betting took
place off campus and the sums wagered were relatively small."The vast
majority of the betting was between $5
and $20," Bean said.
Bean has been in touch with NCAA
enforcement director Dirk Taitt and
expects to file a formal report within a
week. Bean said he was hopeful that
the players' eligibility could be restored
by the time the season begins at the end
of March.
Flaherty expressed disappointment
at his players' activities but said he
remained optimistic.
"They made a mistake, but they're
still good kids. We'll get through this
together and eventually we'll be stronger as a result of dealing with the problem directly and honestly," the coach
said.
Taitt praised USM for its direct approach to the issue.
"This is still an ongoing investigation, but USM has already made great
strides and their full cooperation in this
matter should help in reaching a quick
resolution to the problem," the NCAA
official said.
Student athletes were among participants in a 1992 scandal at the University of Maine, where a gambling ring
allegedly took up to $10,000 a week in
bets on college and pro sports.

Warriors drop Celts
Golden State wiped out an eightpoint deficit in the final five minutes
by scoring 13 consecutive points, including Clifford Rozier's follow shot
with 2:02 left that gave the Warriors
the lead for good.
Rozier grabbed two offensive rebounds and scored after the second for
a 102-101 lead after Golden State
trailed 101-93.
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• Men's basketball

Champs

Tired Black Bears need wake up call

first hoop ofthe game but was held scoreless for the rest ofthe first half.Hartford took
an 22-17lead with 7:35 remaining in the half.
Ward hit a jumper to give Hartford the lead,
and Weindorfer was fouled in the act of
scoring a layup and missed the ensuing foul
shot,but Ward got the rebound and scored to
give the Hawks a five point lead.
The Hawks pushed the lead to eight with
just over 3:00 to play,but Maine went on a 90 run to finish the half tied at 28. Ripton
scored all seven of her first half points during
the run, hitting a pair of foul shots to cut the
lead to 21-28. Then she nailed a three, and
Blodgett followed that with a two of their
own to cut the lead to two with 38 seconds
remaining. Ripton hit a pair of foul shots to
end the half. Blodgett finished the first half
with 10, while Ward led the Hawks with 13.
Maine shotjust 24 percent from the floor
and were out rebounded 31-24 in the first
half.
Maine plays the No.2 team in the NAC,
Vermont,Sunday at 1 p.m. at Alfond Arena.

By Scott Martin
Sports Editor
The University of Maine men's basketball team has reached the stretch drive of its
schedule and it's coasting toward the finish
line.
The Black Bears are coming off two
straight losses and need to turn theirfortunes
around this weekend as they face the University of Hartford Friday and the University of Vermont Sunday.
Hampton was the latest team the Black
Bears struggled against, suffering a 67-66
loss Tuesday night. Maine led 37-29 after
the first half, but came out flat in the second
and were outscored 38-29.
"This could have been a good jump start
going into those league games," said Maine
head coach Rudy Keeling. "Instead we're
limping our way into these games that we
need to win.
"Its really unfortunate that we've played
two games where we had no energy," said
Keeling of Maine's current lossing streak,
the first loss coming against Towson State
last Sunday. "I'm really distraught about
that."
Currently in fourth place in the North
Atlantic Conference the Black Bears have a
chance to gain ground on third-place Boston
University and second-place Towson State.
Maine has a 9-5 record, which puts them a
game behind Towson who meets with NAC
leader Drexel Friday night. Boston University is just a half a game ahead of the Black
Bears with a 10-5 record and plays Northeastern Saturday afternoon.

Ramone Jones is the Black Bear's
unsung hero on defense. (File Pho"This is big because we can still finish in
second place," said Keeling.
Hartford could be the perfect place for
Maine to get on track. The Hawks are currently 4-10 in the conference lossing seven
oftheir last eight games.Last time these two
teams met John Gordon went wild on the
Hawks,scoring 26 points and leading Maine
to a 79-66 win. Hartford proved to be the
perfect remedy last time out for the Black
Bears,who were coming offa four-overtime

Maine and Northeastern should get real
familiar with each other as they will face
off three times in the next 10 days beginning tonight.
The Black Bears are still locked up in a
three-way battle with Boston University
and UMass-Lowell for the league title, so
this weekend's series is once again do-ordie time for Maine.BU and UMass-Lowell
each have 70 points in league play while
Maine is in second-place with 65. However,Boston University has played one more
game than Maine and two more than UMassLowell.
"Every game now is like a playoff for
us," said interim head coach Greg Cronin.
This weekend could be a Hockey East
quarterfinal preview between Maine and
Northeastern, as the teams are currently
ranked third and sixth, respectively, in the
league.Under this year's league format,the
ninth place team will be eliminated while
the teams finishing 1-4 will play host to the
5-8 teams in the order of No. 1 vs. No. 8,
No. 2 vs. No.7 and so on.
Northeastern has struggled to score
points this year, averaging just 3.4 goals
per game while allowing 3.8. The Huskies
are coming off a crushing 11-4 loss to BU
in the Beanpot Championship last Monday
night at the FleetCenter.
Like-every other team in the league,

Morrison
needs to be
an example
By Scott Martin
Sports Editor

Cronin knows the Huskies cannot be taken
lightly.
"They've lost something like 12 games
by 2 goals or less, so they're one of those
teams that could easily be in the top four if
they had a bounce or two go their way," said
Cronin.
Two ofthe best defenseman in the country will be on the ice this weekend,Maine's
Jeff Tory and Northeastern's Dan McGillis. Tory leads all Hockey East defenseman
with 30 points in 29 games,while McGillis
is close behind with 29 points in 25 games.
Cronin said the two defensmen each

Once again the sports
world has been stricken
with grief as Tommy Morrison confirmed at a press
conference Thursday at approximately 3:10 EST, he has indeed contracted HIV,the virus that causes AIDS.It is
now more importantthen ever that Morrison
be a role model,something he wasn't in the
past.
Morrison joins a small list of big name
athletes who have contracted the virus.That
list of course includes Magic Johnson, who
has been in contact with Morrison. The
spotlight that surrounds Morrison,as a nowformer heavyweightchampionship contender,gives him the unique opportunity to teach
the world about the dangers of this deadly
disease.
This troubling news surprised Morrison
as much as it did everyone else. Like so
many others in the world today, he was
ignorant about the dangers ofthe promiscuous lifestyle and the possibility of catching
this deadly disease.
"I thought the chances of me getting HIV
were very slim," said Morrison."I thought
only drug addicts,people who share needles
or people who lead a homosexual lifestyle
could catch this disease. Ithought my chance
of winning the lottery were better than my
chances ofcatching HIV. I've never been so
wrong."
Now that he realizes that this disease holds
no prejudice,Morrison musthelp teach others,
but first and foremost he has to try to make
things rightin his life,and he has already taken
steps in the right direction.
"Over the past couple of days, I have

See HOCKEY on page 14

See COLUMN on page 15

Another big weekend for Maine
By Larry Rogers

• Column

See MEN'S HOOPS on page 14

• Hockey

Sports Writer

from page 1

What: Maine vs. Northeastern
Site/Time: Matthews Arena, Boston; Fri. and Sat. 7 p.m.
Records: Maine (20-6-4, 11-4-4 in
HE); Northeastern (9-14-4,5-9-4)
The Series: Northeastern leads 2622-7
Key Players: Maine— C Tim Lovell
(19 goals, 16 ast., 35 pts.); RW Shawn
Wansborough (21-10-31); D Jeff Tory
(2-28-30); D Brett Clark (4-24-28); G
Blair Marsh(5-0-0,0.75 GAA);G Blair
Allison (15-6-4,3.00); Northeastern —
F Jordan Shields(9-24-33);F Dan Lupo
(13-17-30);D Dan McGillis(9-20-29);
F Scott Campbell (17-10-27); G Todd
Reynolds(2-6-1,3.48); G Mike Veisor
(3-3-3,3.84)
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• Rules change

Three Black Bears have unique decision ahead
By Bill Stewart
Sports Writer
As the 1995-'96 University of Maine
ice hockey team prepares for the end of
the season, questions about next year's
squad have already begun to surface.
There is a new NCAA policy allowing
players who turned 21 during their first
year of play to compete for four years,
instead of just three. This gives seniors
Blair Allison, Blair Marsh and Reg Cardinal the option to return to the Black
Bears for another season.
After Maine captured their first-ever
national championship in 1993,they lost
two spectacular goal tenders in Garth
Snow and Mike Dunham, both of whom
have etched their names among an ever
growing list of outstanding Maine hockey players.
A torch was passed, from Snow and
Dunham to Allison and Marsh. With the
passing of this torch came an increasing
amount of uncertainty about the next inhabitant of Maine's cage that Snow and
Dunham had guarded so efficiently
throughout their careers. However, it
took almost no time before goalies Allison and Marsh provided consistent play
for the Black Bears.
As the Hockey East Playoffs loom
ahead in March, questions begin to surround the Bears once again regarding
next year's occupant between the pipes,
and if another torch will have to be passed,
said head coach Greg Cronin.
"The Allison situation is up in the air
because of the fact that the pros have
been courting him pretty heavily," said
Cronin on his All-American goalie. "We
feel he's the best goalie in college hock-

Blair Allison. (File Photo.)

Blair Marsh. (File Photo.)

ey. I think a lot of pro scouts feel that
way."
Allison, who has posted a 58-20-13
career record with the Black Bears, is
unsure at this point of his future here at
Maine.
"As far as I know, I plan on coming
back to get another chance to get to the
NCAA playoffs again," said Allison. "It
would have to be a pretty good situation
for me to leave."
Allison set the UMaine record for wins
(32) and saves (907) in a single season
last year. One of the most memorable
games of his career came against the
University of Michigan in last year's
NCAA semi-final game,when he turned
away 47 Wolverine shots and Maine advanced to the championship game with a
stunning 4-3 triple overtime win

After Maine's 6-2 defeat to archrival return next year, said Cronin.
"He's a free agent goalie. So if someBU in the championship game last year,
it would mean nothing more than a return one wants to sign him, for six figures,
trip to the NCAA playoffs, which the let's say, $200,000, I think he would
BlackBears can't do this year because of have hard time turning that down," said
sanctions imposed on the team by the Cronin.
Marsh has posted a 5-0-0 record this
university, said Allison.
"Everyone sits around and says they year along with a minuscule 0.75 goals
want to win a championship. However, against average. According to Cronin,
until you play there and end up on the Marsh's situation is a little bit different
wrong side, you never really get a taste of that Allison's.
"Marsh's situation is a little unique in
what it's like. It becomes all you play
for," responded Allison on his aspira- the sense that he's got a wife and a kid,"
tions for a national title. "You want to said Cronin. "He's got some financial
leave as a winner. It would be something considerations he has to look at. I would
imagine his first preference would be to
to be remembered by."
Although an NCAA title would be a get his degree and move on and play in
great way to finish off a career, Allison some level of pro hockey. I think if
has a future in the NHL,which will play
See DECISION on page 16
a major role in his decision on whether to

Men's hoops

from page 13

Williams, the Black Bears will have to
loss to New Hampshire five days before.
Black Bear Chris Collins is questionable contend with the nation's third leading
for Friday night's game because he rein- scorer, Vermont's Eddie Benton. He is
jured an ankle that has been giving him averaging 25.8 points a game, good for
trouble for the past two years. According to first in the conference. Maine held BenKeeling, Collins twisted it again Monday ton to his lowest total of the year the
first time these two teams met, two
night.
"We didn't have practice,but the guys points. Ramone Jones and Matt Moore
came in and shot around," said Keeling. will have to continue to play good de"He wanted to play (Tuesday), but we fense in order to keep Benton underfigured it would be better to give him a wraps.
"We put so much on Ramone and Matt's
few more days."
Hartford is led by 6'8" sophomore shoulders because we ask them to play the
forward Ryan Howse, who is averaging other teams' toughest guy, and we don't
15.8 points and 7.9 rebounds a game. give them the shots," said Keeling."Matt
Justin Bailey led the Hawks last time out and Ramone are our unsung heroes."
Vermont is right on the Black Bears'
against Maine,scoring 22 points and pullheels,currently in fifth place with an 8-6
ing down nine rebounds.
Five days after facing the leading record. Vermont meets New Hampshire
scorer in the nation,Hampton's JaFonde Friday night.

Reg Cardinal. (File Photo.)

Hockey

from page 13

brings a different style to the table.
"Tory is more of a methodical player.
He plays a thinking man's game," said
Cronin."McGillis is more of a power player. He's more physical...he'll be in the
NHL in a year from now."
Dan Shermerhorn will not play this
weekend due to a hip injury he sustained
last Sunday against UNH.
No Respect: Despite beating New
Hampshire last Sunday,6-5 in OT,Maine
continues to drop in the national polls.Ever

since the university imposed its self-sanctions on Dec. 22, the Black Bears have
slowly dropped in the polls. In this week's
WMEB media poll, Maine is ranked No.
10, while Michigan State — a team Maine
beat this season — is ranked No. 5.
PlayoffTickets: Students can purchase
tickets for the March 7-9 Hockey East
quarterfinals on Feb. 19-20 at the Alfond
Arena ticket office. Tickets not claimed
by 3 p.m. on Feb. 20 will be made available to the public. Tickets are $6 apiece
with student ID.

Spring 13reak'96
NASSAU
CANCUN
JAMAICA

from $429
from

from

$449
$509

Prices are per person, quad occupancy and include roundtrip airfare from Boston,
7 nights hotel stay, transfers, beach parties and more! departure tax not included.

HEWINSI Carlson Travel Network
581-1400 - Chadbourne Hall

/ Pasta Dinners only $6.95 (with salad & bread)

jasmine s
28 Mill Street•Orono, Maine 04473. 866-4200• 1-800-379-4300
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• NFL

• Baseball

Infante heads to Baltimore Valentin confused by Sox

INDIANAPOLIS(AP) — The Indianapolis Colts didn't have to look far for a
new coach.
On the same day Ted Marchibroda
was hired by the relocated NFL team in
Baltimore, Lindy Infante, his former offensive coordinator, was hired as coach
of the Colts.
It's the second NFL coaching job for
Infante, who was at Green Bay for four
years and was the league's coach of the
year in 1989.
"I got back into this business about a
year ago with the idea I had something to
give to the game," Infante said at a news
conference Thursday afternoon. "I got
back in with the idea that if I could come
in here and do something that might contribute to this organization's success,
somebody might take notice and then
maybe somewhere down the road I might
get another opportunity.
"In my wildest dreams,I did not expect it to be here,or this quick," he said.
"Again,I'm flattered, I'm honored,I'm
ready to roll my sleeves up and get as
busy as I possibly can to help this organization in any way I can to have the success we experienced this year continue."
Infante's appointment after one year
as offensive coordinator had been expected since last week,when Marchibroda was fired after refusing a one-year
contract extension.
Bill Tobin,the team's director offootball operations, said he never planned to
interview anyone else.
"When this head coaching vacancy
opened up,he was the only one that came
to mind and the only person I talked to
about the opening," Tobin said.
He wouldn't elaborate on the contract
negotiations.
"The terms and length of Lindy's
contract are going to be kept on a needto-know basis, and the people who need
to know, know. That's the way Lindy
wanted it, that's the way I want it and
that's the way (general manager) Jim
Irsay wants it," Tobin said.
Infante, 55, was out of football for
three years until the Colts brought him
back as last season.The Colts,among the
league's worst offensive teams, showed
an improvement almost immediately with
an offense that featured many different
formations and was described as "quarterback-friendly" by Jim Harbaugh.
Harbaugh became the starter after the
second game of the season and finished
Column

from page 13

contacted people I have been in contact with
over the past few years," said Morrison.
"There are a lot ofpeople I have sparred with
but more importantly the young ladies I
have had intimate contact with."
Morrison has been very mature and positive in the way he has handled this news.
Now he realizes that he can serve the people
and hopefully get them to change their lifestyles,learning from his mistakes.
"I hope I can serve as a model of the
misery this disease causes," said Morrison.
"If!can confrontthe public and open people
eyes,and get even one person to think twice
about their promiscuous sexual lifestyle,
that would be the biggest KO.of my life.
"Don't say a prayerfor me,but for all the
Children outthere with HIV,"Morrison continued. "They didn't have a chance. I did,
and I blew it with irrational childish decisions that could cost me my life."

as the league's top-rated quarterback as
the Colts went 9-7 and reached the AFC
championship game in only their second
playoff appearance since the franchise
moved from Baltimore in 1984.Harbaugh
also was the first Colts quarterback in the
Pro Bowl since Bert Jones in 1976.
By spreading the offense around, the
Colts had seven players with at least 15
receptions. Five players had at least three
touchdown catches,the most since 1980.
"Lindy Infante's philosophy and
coaching ability are a proven success,
and he will do an outstanding job for the
Indianapolis Colts," Tobin said.
"He is very intelligent and very competitive on the sidelines.In the draft room,
we constantly talk about selecting players with the total package. This includes
ability, character, personality and work
ethic all wrapped into one.
"Selecting coaches,especially a head
coach, is the same way," Tobin said.
"You sign and promote the total package.Certainly,Lindy is the total package
in his personal life, mannerisms, preparation, efficiency and ability to get the
job done."
Harbaugh, whom the Colts designated a "franchise" player earlier in the
week in order to avoid the possibility of
losing him through free agency, called
Infante "one of the top offensive minds
in the game of football."
"His game plans are so thorough,and
his system exploits the opponents weaknesses....He got me to the Pro Bowl,so he
must be a great coach," Harbaugh said.
Infante, who previously was an assistant with the New York Giants, Cincinnati Bengals and Cleveland Browns,
coached Green Bay from 1988-91. He
was named NFL coach of the year in
1989 after the Packers went 10-6, a sixgame improvement from the year before.
He was an assistant at Florida from
1966-71 and at Memphis State from 197274 before joining the staff of the Charlotte Hornets of the World Football
League in 1975. He was offensive coordinator at Tulane in 1976 and got his first
NFL job as receivers coach with the Giants in 1977.
His 10-6 record with the Packers in
1989 was his only winning season. His
next two teams went 6-10 and 4-12, and
he was fired a day after the final game in
1991.
He said he will retain his duties as
offensive coordinator with the Colts.
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FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP) — John
Valentin kept coming back to the same
words as he struggled to explain the Red
Sox'reluctance to sign a long-term deal:
"I just don't understand."
He developed last season into one of
baseball's best hitting shortstops. He's
just 28 years old with power,speed and
a better than average glove.
Yet as Tuesday's arbitration hearing approaches, he's seen no movement by Boston to offer more than a
two-year contract. The team may be in
no rush to sign him because he can't
become a free agent until after the 1998
season.
"That's a possibility. Who knows
what exactly are they thinking? I really
don't know and that's why I'm confused," Valentin said Thursday.
He said he had a "pleasant conversation" during a recent lunch with
Boston general manager Dan Duquette,
but when they negotiated later in the
day,"we stared at each other for two
hours."
Duquette did not comment Thursday
about Valentin. He did issue a statement
through the team's public relations office about the acrimonious negotiations
with American League MVP Mo
Vaughn, who has an arbitration hearing
Monday.
"The club is still exploring alternatives with Mo Vaughn on a long-term
contract," Duquette said.
Vaughn's agents, Tom Reich and
Mark Gillam, did not return calls seeking comment on talks that Reich said
broke off Wednesday.
Valentin hit .298 with 27 homers and
102 RBIs while batting second last season. Vaughn hit .300 with 39 homers
and 126 RBIs.But he had 10 fewer runs,
nine fewer doubles, 13 fewer walks,
nine fewer stolen bases and 83 more
strikeouts than Valentin, his former
teammate at Seton Hall.
Yet Vaughn will make at least the
$4.2 million Boston offered in arbitration. He is asking for $6.1 million.
Valentin earned $600,000 last year,
and an arbitrator would have to choose
between his $2.75 million figure for
1996 and the team's $2.2 million offer.
He said the team offerzd a one-year
contract halfway between those
amounts but he was confident he could
get the $2.75 million in arbitration.
"We've indicated that we really feel
comfortable with our number and it looks
like they don't really have a chance,"

SPRING BREAK 1996
TRAVEL FREE!!
Jamaica. Cancun.
Bahamas.
Panama City.
Daytona & Padre
** Great low, low prices
** Free Trip on 15 sales
Call for a FREE
information
packet!

said Valentin, who worked out Thursday
at the team's spring training site four
days before he was due to report.
Valentin hasn't criticized the club like
Vaughn has.
"I'm just not that way," he said slowly."Ijust don't understand what they're
doing. That's my answer."
Vaughn can become a free agent after
the 1997 season,while Valentin,who has
slightly more than three seasons in the
majors, must wait an extra year.
That means the Red Sox must sign
him for more than three years if they
want to lock him up beyond his free
agency date. If they wait until after the
1996 season, any deal of three or more
years would accomplish that, although it
could be much more expensive if he has
another outstanding season.
If the Red Sox had signed Vaughn to
a long-term deal after the 1994 season,
when he was three years away from free
agency, they would have saved money
since his 1995 performance will boost
his salary considerably.
Valentin said the team has indicated it
doesn't want to give long-term deals.But
it recently gave infielder Wil Cordero a
three-year contract and has been negotiating for one with Vaughn.
"I just don't understand," Valentin
said. "It's just boggling to me why it
hasn't happened.They must know something I don't. Maybe I'm going to break
my leg or something. I'm not riding any
motorcycles like Ron Gant," the outfielder who broke his leg before the 1994
season.
He said if an arbitration hearing is
held, he'd still be interested in negotiating a long-term contract during the season although he thought it likely he would
go to arbitration over a 1997 contract as
well.
Valentin said the security aspect of a
contract is more important to him than
the money.
"We're very fortunate to be in our
situation, to play major league baseball,
to earn the salaries that we get," he said.
"The Red Sox have a lot of history.Since
I came through the farm system,I would
like to play like (Mike) Greenwell's
played here for 10-plus years.
"But you also want to be treated
fairly. You just don't want to get
knocked over the head and get robbed,
in a sense."
••■MI
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Thinking about going away to study for
a semester or academic year? Is
another region of the country calling
to you? Find out about exchange
possibilities within the United States:
NSE Information Session
Sunday, February i.
2:00pm
Peabody Lounge, Memorial Union
Kim Johnston, N5E Coordinator
103 Chadbourne Hall; 581-1570;
kimj@maine.maine.edu

1344 Ashton Dr . Hanmer. MD 21076

Toll free 1-800-648-4849
http://www.ststravel.com/

Splash Tours
IT Sun
1-800-426-7710

of Students must have a 2,,t or higher
GPA to participate.
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Allison leaves, it would be very hard for
Blair Marsh to leave."
"I probably won't come back. I have
a wife and a baby, and am looking to get
away from school for awhile," said Marsh.
"I've been here four years, and it seems
like it's time to move on. It's been an up
and down four years. It's been a roller
coaster ride. IfI did come back next year,
it would be like I am stuck in neutral."
Despite the need to move on with his
family, Marsh acknowledges that the decision will not be an easy one. "If Ally
(Blair Allison) doesn't come back, I'd

feel bad about leaving the team. Howev- the only one out of the three that is defi- for a couple of different reasons.
"I promised my parents I'd finish
er, I've been looking forward to moving nitely coming back."
Cardinal, who was with the team as a school," replied Cardinal."I'll still be on
on with my wife and family," said Marsh.
redshirt in the 1993 championship team, scholarship,and I get to play hockey one
"It'll be a difficult decision."
The only thing that is certain for the has committed himself to another year more year without losing any time."
Black Bears right now is the return of
captain and forward Reg Cardinal. Cardinal is in his third year at Maine, where
he has accumulated 78 points in 104
games. The native of Edmonton,Alberta
has already confirmed that he will return
next year.
"I know that Reggie's(Reg Cardinal)
corning back for sure," said Cronin."He's

EXERCISE

The Maine Campus Classifieds
help wanted
Alaska Employment- Fishing Industry. Earn
up to $3,000-6,000+ per month. Room &
Board! Transportation! Male/Female. No
experience necessary! 206-971-3510 ext.
A50674
Summer Jobs with Upward Bound. Work
with high school students on the UMaine
campus. We need Language Arts, Foreign
Language, Math, Chemistry & Physics, Career
Information & Development Teachers,
Counselor-In-Residence, Residential Life
Counselor, Resident Director, Weekend
Camping Trips, Workshop, Horizons and
Experience Coordinators(contingent on
federal funding), & Nurse/Health Educator.
Summer work study especially helpful.
Excellent professional experience. Room &
Board available for some positions. Details/
application: Upward Bound; 226
Chadboume Hall, 581-2522.
Free T-Shirt +$1000 Credit card fund-raisers
for fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to $1000
by earning a whopping $5.00/Visa application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE T-shirt.
Jobs: Helping me do things that people
do every day like getting up, eating, or
going to bed and w/school/work, driving,
socializing & anything fun, etc. It is the
most convenient job you'll ever have. $5
an hour. Call Bill Picard @ 1-7170.
Great summer job! Work outdoors playing
sports! Counselor, boys sports camp in
Maine. All land sports, tennis, waterfront
activates creative arts, outdoor skills. Modem
facilities, great pay. Call now 617-277-8080.
Camp Cedar.
500 summer camp opportunities in
NY,PA,New England. Choose from 40
camps. Instructors needed! Tennis,
baseball, hockey, rollerblade, soccer,
lacrosse, softball, volleyball, basketball,
PE majors, Education majors, gymnastics, English riding, lifeguard, WSI,
water skiing, sailing, windsurfing,
fitness, mt. biking, pioneering,
rockclimbing, ropes, dance, piano
accompanist, dramatics, ceramics,
jewelry, woodshop, photography,
radio, nature, RN's, chefs, food
services. Arlene 1-800-443-6428; 516-

433-8033.
SUMMER JOB Business majors &
everybody else are encouraged to
apply. Free room & board & $175$200 a week. The job would ential
helping me in daily activities including
driving/travelling and helping me do a
little bit of research on the business
that my family is going to open. I
would like to pick somebody as soon
as possible because I really want us to
get to know each other before I pick
anybody to help/work for me!!! No
SPECIAL TRAINING NEEDED!!! Call
Bill Picard at 1-7170.
Boothbay Harbor, ME, waterfront inn hiring
for summer. Expir. dinner staff only. No expir.
needed for breakfast, house, kitch staff.
Lawnmeer Inn 1406 Beachwood Rd.,
Englewood, FL 34223,941475-7725.

apartments
Apt. for Fall semester '96. 1,2,3,4, & 5
BR. Close to UM. Call 866-2516 or 9419173.
Person to share 5 BR townhouse 180 per
month + utilites. Own bedroom available
immediately. Call 827-0192.
Orono- In private home a two min. walk
to university. 866-2816 reserve room for
next school year.
Orono-Heated 1 & 2 BR located within
walking distance to UM.866-2816.
Reserve apartment for next year.
Single & Double rooms for rent. Great
location. 5 min. walk to the Library. Call
Darin 866-0283.
Live off campus yet close to class! 1,2 & 3
BR all util. & maintenance FREE! 30 day
lease $399 & up. Call 866-4300.
Orono- 2BR Apt, sublease this summer
10 min walk to campus. Great location
$400/month. Call 866-4493.
Roommates wanted Jan.-May, large
house, $200/mo. + phone, electric.
Call John at 866-7090 or Larry 8296198.
Apts. for May term & summer
seesions. Walking distance to UM. Eff.,
1,2, &3 BR. 866-2516/941-9113.
Roomate also wanted.
Old Town- Large 1 1/2 BR upstairs
quiet. Exc. condition heated & HW
included $400. No pets, dep & lease.
827-2852.

Does Your Heart Good.

American Heart
Association

Stop by the 4th floor
Chadbourne Hall for your
classified ad.

Orono- 2 BR apt. available immediately
$430/mo. Call 866-0374 leave message.
Bangor- 173-175 Ohio St. 1 BR & large
eff. Good condition. Heated & HW
included. Good location 380 & 330.
Call 827-3780.
Counrty living townhouse apts. Private,
quiet 2 BR 1 1/2 bath, kit, LR, private
entry. On-site laundry. 9 min. to
campus. Heated & HW included 575/
mo. 866-7798.
Modern, clean 5 BR townhouse apts. in
stillwater. Access to river. Great
neighborhood. AVail. June 1. 8276212.

miscellaneous
7 Local company
Need college
with financial aid database provides
reports for $35 total cost. 285-7655.
#1 Spring Break. Don't blow it! Book
now! Florida $109, Jamacia/Cancun/
Bahamas $359. Sunsplash 800-4267710.
Attention all students!!! Grants &
scholarships available! Billions of
$$$ in private funding. Qualify
immediately. 1-800-243-2435.
Limbo Disc Jockey Service. The most
music, over $12,000 worth. All
requests exactly what you want. Mike
581-4716.
Mexico/Caribbean $189 RT Europe
$169 NOW and domestic destinations cheap!! If you can beat these
prices start your own damn
airline. Air-Tech Ltd. 212/219-7000
info@aerotech.com http.//campus.
ATTN: Spring Breakers! Jamaica,
Cancun,Bahamas $369. Panama City
$129. Guaranteed lowest prices.
Endless Summer Tours. 1-800-2347007.
Meet me at Jasmine's on Mill St. for a
yummy Sunday Brunch! Open 10-1:30
p.m.
***Spring Break 1996***
Cancun, Jamacia, Bahamas, S. Padre,
Margarita, Panama City, Daytona.
Guaranteed lowest prices! Group
discounts for 10 or more! We accept
Visa/MC/Discover. Breakaway Travel &
Tours @ 1-800-214-8687

Notice: Any person who witnessed a
fight outside Margarita's/El Cheapo's
in Orono on/or about the night of
May 4-5, 1995 should contact
attorney Brian P. Molloy @ 1-1789 or
866-4425.
Sat. is Hat Night at Geddys. Prizes for
the most outrageous hat.
Fri/ is Scavenger hunt night at
Geddys. Great prizes for winning
contestant.
This Thurs. Geddys Pub will give away
Free T-Shirts to the first 50 people
throught the door from 8 - 9:30 p.m.
Midwinter Blues? Kick them out at
Phoenix TawKwonDo 2 nts/wk. Be
safe/strong/confident. Call Ray 8275821.
Jasimine's on Mill St. has delicious
pasta dinners for only $6.95!! Tues.Sat. 5-8:30 p.m.
Male & Female Strippers. Beautiful
Girls/ Now featuring the hot new Latin
Connection Exotica 947-4406
SCAB Presents: Dance/Casino. $2 to
set Feb. 16 7-12. Cash Bar w/ID. Win
great prizes.

for sale
Grey 1984 Escort. Runs fine, but
needs new muffler. Standard transmission. $100 OBO. Call 866-4085.
IBM computer 286 OR 386 not sure.
Has modem, wordperfect 3.0 and
many other features. Must sell
$350 OBO. Money talks. Call 9901610.
FREEZER LAMB, FREEZER BEEF. CALL
FOR PRICING 581-2793.

personal
Michelle-missed you at Pat's, would still
like to meet you. I botched answering
your call. Patrick 866-7888.

lost & found
Found-money in a cloth pouch. For
more info, call 1-3768 or got to
printing services.

3 Lines • 3 Days • 3 Bucks

